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JIM FLANDERS, STONEMASON
Jim Flanders is a rock star with a difference. He learnt his craft on the
streets of Liverpool, the source of many famous rockers, and he has
performed gigs around the world. But instead of a guitar, Jim’s tool of
trade is a chisel and his adoring fans are architects, builders and homeowners. As a stonemason, Jim’s job is to make rocks sing.
Lately, his work has become “glam rock” as stone enjoys a glamorous
revival at the fashionable end of the residential building market. Perth’s
small pool of creative stonemasons have more work than they can handle,
with retro feature walls and fireplaces just some of the projects Jim has on
the go.
“The price of stone has gone through the roof, so it’s not cheap, but
people are prepared to pay for quality. With stonework, the older it is, the
better it looks,” he says of his timeless artisan trade, founded on the
bedrock of elemental natural materials, ancient civilisations and traditional techniques.
When asked about his work, Jim combines a modest reticence with an
obvious pride in his skills. “I know my job,” is as boastful as he gets in his
Lancashire brogue. “Most of the good stonemasons here are UK-trained
because there’s a real tradition of stonemasonry there, although there are
one or two Aussies.”
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Jim shows off a portfolio of photographs of previous jobs, pointing out
different styles with quaint terms like “bookleaf”, which uses broad, flat
stones in a horizontal pattern. Today’s popular 60s retro look is a variation
on the bookleaf style.
Jim regularly works with local Karratha stone, Toodyay stone,
Donnybrook stone and granite as well as stone from China and elsewhere.
Blending different types of stone according to colour, texture, form and
function takes a mix of skills: an artist’s eye, a tradesman’s dexterity and
more than a little brute strength. Each piece of stone must be hefted to site,
cut to shape with a tungsten-tipped chisel then laid, often on scaffolding
metres in the air.
“People know my work from the way I do my cut corners or quoining,”
he says. “There’s a right way to do things and that’s the way I was taught.”
Jim followed his grandfather into the trade as a 14-year-old apprentice,
working on restoration projects such as Liverpool’s Anglican Cathedral.
Later, he headed for the Channel Islands where a master stonemason
taught him how to work with one of the trade’s hardest taskmistresses –
granite. “He could take a lintel the length of a table and split it with a flat
nose chisel,” Jim says in awe of his mentor. “The quality of workmanship
in Jersey was second to none.”
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After meeting his wife in the Channel Islands, the pair went travelling.
Jim picked up jobs everywhere they went – Germany, the US, Canada –
and gained experience working in many different materials and styles. The
couple’s roaming led them to Australia in 1987, and except for a two-year
spell back in the UK when his wife became homesick, Jim has been practising his trade here ever since.
When he built his own house, he modelled the design on an English
cottage he had worked on as a lad. In the stonemason’s tradition, it has a
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lucky dollar coin embedded over the right side of the gothic stone
archway above the front door.
One of Jim’s biggest projects was a house for Perth architect Ed Eames,
inspired by the style of Frank Lloyd Wright. Says Ed: “Jim is a true
artisan. His work is just fantastic. When he worked on our house he
travelled up to Toodyay to select every stone to get the right effect. To him
it’s not just a way of earning an income, it’s a calling.”
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